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1

Affected products

Rigado P/N

Product name

Ordering code

Type no.

BMD-100-A-R

BMD-100

BMD-100-A-R

BMD-100-A-R-00

BMD-200-A-R

BMD-200

BMD-200-A-R

BMD-200-A-R-00

BMD-200-A-R-BA

BMD-200

BMD-200-A-R-BA

BMD-200-A-R-BA-00

BMD-200-A-R-DA

BMD-200

BMD-200-A-R-DA

BMD-200-A-R-DA-00

BMD-200-B-R

BMD-200

BMD-200-B-R

BMD-200-B-R-00

BMD-300-A-R

BMD-300

BMD-300-A-R

BMD-300-A-R-00

BMD-300-A-R-BA

BMD-300

BMD-300-A-R-BA

BMD-300-A-R-BA-00

BMD-301-A-R

BMD-301

BMD-301-A-R

BMD-301-A-R-00

BMD-330-A-R

BMD-330

BMD-330-A-R

BMD-330-A-R-00

BMD-340-A-R

BMD-340

BMD-340-A-R

BMD-340-A-R-00

BMD-350-A-R

BMD-350

BMD-350-A-R

BMD-350-A-R-00

BMD-350-A-???-R

BMD-350

BMD-350-A-???-R

BMD-350-A-???-R-00

R41Z-TA-R

R41Z

R41Z-TA-R

R41Z-TA-R-00

2

Type of change

☐
☐
☒
☒
☒

Hardware modification
Firmware update
Documentation update
Others, change of packaging labels
Others, ordering code and type number introduced

3

Description of change

Remarks

“?“ denotes any
character

On July 31, 2019, u-blox acquired Rigado’s Bluetooth module business. Due to this, the
following changes are introduced for the above listed affected products.
3.1

Ordering code and type number are introduced

To adapt to the u-blox systems, “ordering code” and “type number” are introduced.
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“Ordering code” is the same as the Rigado part number. When issuing purchase orders, use
this number (no change compared to when Rigado was receiving the order).
“Type number” is the Rigado part number extended with “-00” at the end. This defines “minor
revision” and can be incremented later on.
3.2

Change of packaging labels

The shipment/packaging labels are changed as described below.
3.2.1

Batch label

Figure 1 shows the new layout and contents of the batch label. The label is affixed to reels,
sealed bags, and individual packing cartons (inner cartons).

Figure 1: Batch label example
3.2.2

Multipack label

Figure 2 shows the new layout and contents of the multipack label. The label is affixed to
shipping parcels (outer cartons).
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Figure 2: Multipack label example
3.2.3

MSL label and humidity card

The MSL label and humidity card are not changed. The MSL label is affixed to the sealed bags,
and a humidity card and desiccant pack are placed inside the sealed bag.
3.3

Documentation

The product documentation will be updated to reflect the new labels, ordering codes, and type
numbers.

4

Schedule

The new batch and multipack labels are used for the affected modules on all shipments from
u-blox, starting August 23, 2019, though the very first few shipments could still have the old
label on the reel inside the sealed bag.
The product documentation will be updated shortly along with other documentation updates
such as changing from the Rigado brand name to the u-blox brand name.

5

Customer impact and recommended action

It is recommended to review the new label specifications and verify if any systems need to be
updated to reflect the new labels.
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